
Menu-Structure of Timer V2

Functions of the joystick:

move joystick

press joystick
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D STRT 1/1000

S STOP  30  s

WAIT W 99:99

COUNT  C 99:99

start-up Screen

DRI

MAN

SET

Displays the 
actual 

shutter timer

Displays the actual shutter time of the whole DRI exposure sequence 
and returns back at the end. Camera must be set in bulb mode. 
Some cameras do not support fast external trigger!

MSTOP MSTART

SHOOT S 99:99

The shutter will be open for shoot-time "S MM:SS" and closed for 
wait-time "W MM:SS". This will be repeated for "C nnnn" times

Set time between two images. With LEFT/RIGHT one can choose the 
position to edit with UP/DOWN on can increase or decrease the 
value. Store the data by pressing the joystick.

The amount of images to be taken. With LEFT/RIGHT one can 
choose the position to edit with UP/DOWN on can increase or 
decrease the value. Store the data by pressing the joystick.

For an exposure sequence define the start value. Camera must be 
set in bulb mode. Some cameras do not suport short exposure times 
in bulb mode. Store the data by pressing the joystick.

For manual exposure in bulb mode.

Set time where the sutter is open. With LEFT/RIGHT one can choose 
the position to edit with UP/DOWN on can increase or decrease the 
value. Store the data by pressing the joystick.

For an exposure sequence define the stop value. Camera must be 
set in bulb mode. Some cameras do not suport short exposure times 
in bulb mode. Store the data by pressing the joystick.

BUZZER ON/OFF

ON: 3s before making an image the buzzer is active.

TEMP +24°C

To measure the actual temperature.

OPTION

CLICK ON/OF

To enable sound when pressing a key.

LED

OFF / ON / 
LIGHT / 
AUTO

How the backlight should work: ON: permanent on / Light: turn 
backlight on by low light / AUTO: turn backlight on for 3s after 
keystroke

sleep mode 
(bootloader)

AUTO ASTART
S 99:99                   
W 99:99

TIMER V2

sleep mode (bootloader 
will be entered after 35s of 

inactivity)
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